Do you want to work where the sun always shines? Then you might fit perfectly as a sports instructor at one of our
two powered by Playitas hotels. The powered by Playitas philosophy is that everyone who wants to can train freely,
try new sports and share the joy of training. Our main target groups are active holiday makers, exercisers and
professional athletes.
Powered by Playitas hotels are part of the DER Touristik group with hotels located Fuerteventura (Spain), Sivota
(Greece), Limnos (Greece) and Hurghada (Egypt), sports paradise of tranquility and sunshine. Our main goal is to
reach the maximum satisfaction of our customers and our staff, living the philosophy of Playitas, which is based on
our healthy lifestyle strategy and sportive commitments.

SPORTS INSTRUCTORS
We´re looking for instructors that like to teach and to inspire our guests. Work today as a group fitness
instructor, bike guide, tennis or Padel coach or a water sports instructor.
Are you fit enough to join our international team?

We welcome Talents for the position of:

Bike guide and/or bike mechanic
Responsibilities:
➢ The main function is to run the bike centre with a small team
➢ To control and handle the bikes onsite.
➢ Bike tours
➢ Bike reservations, rentals
➢ Post rental bike checks
➢ Bike maintenance & Cleaning
➢ Triathlon coach is an advantage
Necessary skill:
➢ Working experience for the job applied for
➢ Fluent in English, Scandinavian language a plus.
➢ Able to instruct in English, speak and write good English
➢ Post-secondary education in Training or Tourism
Other requirements:
➢ Communication skills
➢ Availability and international mobility from May - Oct months minimum.
➢ 100 % customer quality oriented
➢ Significant understanding of seasonal work, accepts flexibility in the work schedule
➢ Creative and problem solution oriented.
➢ Good interpersonal skills
Seasonal contract. Individual salary adapted to skills and experience.
Accommodation and meals provided by PBP.

Applications accepted until 14th March 2021
If you are the right person for this job and you are Sports enthusiast, send your CV to

poweredbyplayitas@playitas.net

